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ABSTRACT
Redundant calibration schemes such as the one implemented in the omnical package have been shown
to be an effective method for constraining the per-antenna complex gain solutions of a redundantlyconfigured radio interferometer. (Zheng et al. 2014). However, in order for redundant calibration
to work properly it often needs an initial guess as to the complex gain solutions in order to prevent
calibration pathologies, such as phase wrapping (Liu et al. 2010; Zheng et al. 2014). In this memo,
we step through a data analysis pipeline with early HERA-47 data, showing that sky-based delay
solutions solved for using the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) software can serve
as a reliable first-guess solution for redundant calibration.

1. SOFTWARE AND PREPROCESSING

The following Python modules (with their Git hashes) and software were used in this memo:
• hera cal 1c56cc9cad2dc420a196bea22b48235ab56c94c4
• pyuvdata 1a3bf03ea8859d02a5c5e22fe5290f17fad653b4
• hera sandbox 2c39188650f5491b6dffb725374c7bf3545820b0
• CASA version 5.1.1
Many of the command-line scripts in this memo come from the HERA-team/hera sanbox/nsk/scripts directory,
which can be accessed by cloning the hera sandbox repo and appending the nsk/scripts directory to your PATH.
Other command line scripts come from pyuvdata and other standard HERA-team repositories. A few of the other
scripts, like the CASA pipeline sky image.py you will need to copy to your working directory to use. These scripts
have a number of dependencies themselves, including most of the HERA-team software stack, and Python modules such
as scipy, astropy, aplpy and sklearn.
The data used for this memo come from a single night of observations with HERA-47 on JD 2458042, which
corresponds to the Internal Data Release 1 (IDR1) of the 1st HERA observing campaign (H1C). This data can be
found on the NRAO Lustre servers, located at /lustre/aoc/projects/hera/H1C IDR1/2458042. We will only be
using the raw data from this directory, which are the zen.*.uv miriad files. Note that for all of the analysis presented
below, we flag antennas 0, 2, 11, 14, 50 and 98, which leaves us with a total of 41 antennas for calibration. These six
antennas were selected because they were either dead / malfunctioning antennas (50 & 98), or because our Antenna
Metrics algorithm in our Real-Time Processor (RTP) marked them as unstable across the night (0, 2, 11, & 14). See
hera qm for information on the Antenna Metrics algorithm. This also means that we do not derive delays for these
antennas. These flagged antennas correspond to the antennas marked in red in the antenna layout graph (Figure 1).
2. ANTENNA DELAYS AND PHASES FROM THE FORNAX A FIELD

2.1. Step 1: Create a flux model for Fornax A
Here we use a three component diffuse model of Fornax A (NGC 1316) located at RA 03:22:41.7s and Dec -37.12.03.
This model is informed by recent Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) observations of Fornax A, as detailed in McKinley
et al. (2015). This model includes a spherical gaussian for the East and West radio lobes and a smaller spherical gaussian
for the core. The fluxes of each component are given as
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Figure 1. HERA-47 antenna layout, with flagged antennas marked in red.
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and the sky positions (θ) and FWHM major axis and minor axis Smajor , Sminor of the diffuse components are
Fwest = 480 Jy



θwest = 03h21m30s − 37d10m00s; Swest,major = 20 arcmin; Seast,minor = 20 arcmin
θeast = 03h24m00s − 37d24m00s; Swest,major = 15 arcmin; Seast,minor = 15 arcmin
θcore = 03h22m45s − 37d12m00s; Score,major = 5 arcmin; Score,minor = 5 arcmin
The CASA script complist fornaxA.py will generate a component list using the above specifications, and will also
make a mock image of the source model. Our diffuse source model compared to MWA observations of Fornax A are
shown in Figure 2.
Listing 1. CASA script for Fornax A Component List Setup
#!/bin/bash
casa --nologger --nocrashreport --nogui --agg -c complist_fornaxA.py --image

It turns out that the delays are not that sensitive to the choice of source model. As we will show in Section 3, a
point source model effectively does just as good a job at deriving accurate delays. We opt to use a more sophisticated
diffuse model for demonstration, as well as for future use when we will need to perform absolute bandpass calibration.
2.2. Step 2: Convert miriad to uvfits files
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Figure 2. Left: The adopted 3-component diffuse flux model for Fornax A. Right: MWA observations of Fornax A from

McKinley et al. (2015).

We are interested in 4 minutes of source integration, corresponding to 1 degree of tracking on the sky. It just so
happens that the 4 minute duration over which Fornax A is closest to zenith is split into two data files. Having selected
those files, we now convert the miriad files to uvfits format, and combine them into one file with the same name as
the first file.
Listing 2. Convert miriad files to uvfits files and combine
#!/bin/bash
miriad_to_uvfits.py ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uv
miriad_to_uvfits.py ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.51326.xx.HH.uv
combine_uvfits.py ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uv.uvfits \
../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.51326.xx.HH.uv.uvfits

2.3. Step 3: Delay and Phase Calibration in CASA
Next we will use the CASA gaincal(.., gaintype=’K’) and gaincal(.., gaintype=’G’) tasks (in that order)
to solve for a single delay and phase for each antenna, respectively. Preceding both of these calibration steps is a
flagging of all autocorrelations in the data, as well as the bad antennas listed before (0, 2, 11, 14, 50 and 98), as well
as a rough RFI flagging, which is achieved via the CASA flagdata(..., mode=’rflag’) routine with no options.
After solving for the per-antenna delays, CASA turns them into complex gains via the equation:
gj = exp [2πi · τj (ν − νmin )]

(1)

where gj is the complex gain of the jth antenna constructed from the delay of the jth antenna, τj , and ν are the
frequencies of the bandpass. Because CASA anchors the gains at the beginning of the bandpass, rather than at 0 Hz,
it introduces a per-antenna phase offset into the data, which needs to be calibrated out, and is why the per-antenna
phase calibration follows the delay calibration.
To solve for per-antenna phases, we use the gaincal(gaintype=’G’) CASA routine. This solves for a single phase
(across all frequencies) for each antenna, and contains both the per-antenna phase offset introduced by the delay
calibration, as well as any excess phase that may need to be calibrated out. A CASA pipeline to perform these
routines can be found in sky image.py. The basic steps it takes involve:
• Converting the uvfits to the measurement set file format via importfits()
• Phasing data to the location of Fornax A via fixvis()
• Inserting the flux model into the measurement set via ft()
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• Flagging all autocorrelations via flagdata(..., autocorr=True)
• RFI flagging via flagdata(..., mode=’rflag’)
• Delay calibration via gaincal(..., caltable=kc, gaintype=’K’)
• Phase calibration via gaincal(..., caltable=gc, gaintable=[kc], gaintype=’G’, calmode=’p’)
• Applying the delay and phase calibration via applycal(..., gaintable=[kc, gc])
• Splitting the corrected data via split(..., datacolumn=’corrected’)
• Imaging the data with the CLEAN algorithm in multi-frequency synthesis mode (excluding 100 channels at each
edge of the bandpass) with robust weighting, no mask and 50 clean iterations.

Listing 3. CASA pipeline for calibration and imaging
#!/bin/bash
casa --nologger --nocrashreport --nogui --agg -c sky_image.py \
--msin ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uv.uvfits \
--source fornaxA \
--refant 53 \
--ex_ants 0,2,11,14,50,98 \
--rflag \
--noAcal \
--noBPcal \
--image_mfs \
--plot_uvdist \
--timerange 2017/10/16/00:17:07~2017/10/16/00:21:03 \
--niter 50

The sky image.py script uses CASA tools to extract the delay and phase calibration solutions from the .cal/
tables and writes them into .csv format. We can then take these .csv files and turn them into the pyuvdata standard
calfits format via the script caltable2calfits.py.

Listing 4. Python script for converting .csv files into calfits format
#!/bin/bash
caltable2calfits.py --fname ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uv.ms.dly.calfits \
--uv_file ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uv \
--dly_file ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uv.ms.K.cal.csv \
--phs_file ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uv.ms.G.cal.csv \
--overwrite \
--plot_dlys \
--plot_phs

The delay and phase calibration solutions derived from the Fornax A field are shown in Figure 3. Later on, we will
compare these solutions with delay solutions derived from other calibrator fields to assess their robustness.
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Figure 3. Top-Left: Delay solutions per antenna index. Bottom-Left: Delay solutions plotted across the array. Top-Right:

Phase solutions per antenna index. Bottom-Right: Phase solutions plotted across the array

Figure 4. Model visibility amplitude as a function of baseline separation length.
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In the process of delay calibration, we also made a UV-distance plot for the simulated model visibilities. This will
give us a sense of the “resolved-ness” of our calibrator source (Figure 4). What we see is that the model source is just
starting to become resolved at our longest baselines. For future HERA build outs, this may play a stronger role in the
calibration solutions.
2.4. Step 4: Apply solutions to data and image
With the complex gain solutions in hand, we are prepared to apply them to the raw data and make an image. We
will use the extension D to signify “delay” calibrated. We then convert to uvfits and combine, as we did before.
Listing 5. Apply calfits solutions, convert to uvfits and combine
#!/bin/bash
# apply complex gains to first file
omni_apply.py -p xx \
--omnipath ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uv.ms.dly.calfits \
--extension D \
--overwrite \
../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uv
# apply complex gains to second file
omni_apply.py -p xx \
--omnipath ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uv.ms.dly.calfits \
--extension D \
--overwrite \
../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.51326.xx.HH.uv
# convert the two output files above into uvfits
miriad_to_uvfits.py ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvD
miriad_to_uvfits.py ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.51326.xx.HH.uvD
# combine the two uvfits files into one
combine_uvfits.py ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvD.uvfits \
../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.51326.xx.HH.uvD.uvfits

Next we take the delay-calibrated data and pass it again through sky image.py but perform no further calibration
(via the --nocal option) and make a multifrequency synthesis image. We can then compare this image to the image
we made last time when actually solving for the calibration solutions. If these two images are identical it suggests
that our calibration extraction, conversion to calfits format, and application to the raw data worked properly (i.e.
it worked the same way CASA applies the gain solutions internally).
Indeed, Figure 5 shows the two images to be in excellent agreement.
3. DELAY-CALIBRATION AS A STARTING POINT FOR REDUNDANT CALIBRATION

Next, we will take our delay calibrated data and pass it through omnical. The hope is that omnical returns
reasonable results, with model visibilities that show smooth continuity across time and frequency. We will not go into
a proper statistical characterization of the omnical results, which would require a more in-depth analysis of the noise
properties of the data. Future HERA memos will address these concerns. We will also look to see if the calibrator
source after omnical is in the same position as before omnical. If this wasn’t the case, it would suggest that omnical
is phasing the data to a different direction on the sky, which we expect it should not do.
3.1. Step 1: Run firstcal
In its current form, the HERA redundant calibration workflow starts by running the firstcal algorithm on the data,
which is itself a redundant calibration scheme, but solves for relative, per-antenna delays by constraining redundant
visibility ratios. firstcal then serves as the ”initial-guess” for the complex gains that go into a full redundant
calibration solver like omnical. However, the point of this memo is to replace an algorithm like firstcal with delays
derived from a sky model. Unfortunately, the drive script for omnical in the hera cal package currently requires a
firstcal file in order to run. To get around this, we run firstcal on the data, open the output gain file, set all the
gains to unity, write to disk and feed that file to the omnical drive script.

Sky-Based Delays for Redundant Calibration
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Figure 5. Left: Gain solutions applied by CASA. Right: Gain solutions applied by omni apply.py. The yellow circle marks the
catalogued sky position of Fornax A.

Listing 6. firstcal drive script
#!/bin/bash
# run firstcal
firstcal_run.py -p xx \
--reds_tolerance 5.0 \
--overwrite \
--maxiter 0 \
--ex_ants 0,2,11,14,50,98 \
../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvD

Now we can manually set the firstcal gains to unity:
Listing 7. Set firstcal gains to unity
#!/usr/bin/env python2.7
# make a blank firstcal file
from pyuvdata import UVCal
uvc = UVCal()
uvc.read_calfits('../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvD.first.calfits')
# set gains to unity
uvc.gain_array /= uvc.gain_array
# write to file
uvc.write_calfits('../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvD.blank.first.calfits', clobber=True)

3.2. Step 2: Run omnical
Now we can feed the blank firstcal gains into the omnical drive script
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Listing 8. omnical drive script
#!/bin/bash
# run omnical
omni_run.py -p xx \
--ex_ants 0,2,11,14,50,98 \
--reds_tolerance 5.0 \
--overwrite \
--firstcal ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvD.blank.first.calfits \
--omnipath ../data/H1C/2458042 \
../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvD

3.3. Step 3: Apply omnical solutions, convert to uvfits and image
We can now apply the omnical gain solutions to the delay-calibrated data. We use the standard O extension meaning
omnical-applied.

Listing 9. Apply omnical solutions to delay-calibrated data
#!/bin/bash
omni_apply.py -p xx \
--omnipath ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvD.omni.calfits \
--extension O \
--overwrite \
../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvD

Next we convert the data to uvfits and image the data with no further calibration, as before.

Listing 10. Convert miriad to uvfits and image
#!/bin/bash
miriad_to_uvfits.py ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvDO
casa --nologger --nocrashreport --nogui --agg -c sky_image.py \
--msin ../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.50580.xx.HH.uvDO.uvfits \
--source fornaxA \
--ex_ants 0,2,11,14,50,98 \
--rflag \
--nocal \
--image_mfs \
--timerange 2017/10/16/00:17:07~2017/10/16/00:21:03 \
--niter 50

The post-omnical image looks similar to the pre-omnical image (Figure 5), with no evidence of anomalous source
phasing. Additionally, some of the small-scale side-lobe structure in the image seems to be dampened.
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Figure 6. Left: Fornax A before omnical. Right: Fornax A after omnical.

Figure 7. Example omnical model visibility phase waterfalls for unique baselines.
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Figure 8. Visibility spectrum for a single short baseline at a single integration before and after delay calibration and redundant

calibration. Note that delay calibration does not change the amplitude of the data.

We can also inspect omnical model visibilities by-eye to look for failure modes, such as discontinuities in the phase
solutions across frequency and time (Figure 7). If this was the case, it would suggest that our initial guess was not good
enough to prevent problems like phase wrapping. With the exception of RFI, the omnical model visibility waterfalls
exhibit time and frequency continuity, suggesting that the sky delays served as a sufficient first-guess for the calibration
solution.
We can also compare visibility spectra before and after omnical calibration to see exactly what the redundant
calibration did to the data. Figure 8 shows a visibility phase and amplitude spectra for a short East-West baseline
(38, 39) before and after delay calibration and omnical. The post-delay calibration phase spectrum shows that the
phase slope caused by the electronic delays have been calibrated out, and the post-omnical solutions appear as a
perturbation from the pre-omnical data, with no evidence of phase wrapping.

4. COMPARING DELAYS DERIVED FROM OTHER FIELDS

4.1. Galactic Center Delays Compared to Fornax A Delays
Here we compare antenna delays derived from a different calibrator field: the galactic center (GC). We find them to
agree fairly well with the Fornax A antenna delays, which suggests that simplified source models are good enough to
derive accurate antenna delays–as shown previously in Nikolic et al. (2017)–and also suggests that the HERA array is
phase stable on timescales of at least a few hours. The latter is very much expected, as the array has already been
found to be stable over much longer timescales (Carilli et al. 2017).

Sky-Based Delays for Redundant Calibration
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Figure 9. Per-antenna delays derived from Fornax A (Top Left) and the Galactic Center (Top Right), and their difference

(Bottom).

We use a point source model for the GC at α = 17 : 45 : 40 and δ = −29 : 00 : 28, assuming a flux of 1 Jy with
no spectral slope. After going through the same processing steps as before–conversion from miriad to uvfits, antenna
flagging, RFI flagging, delay and phase calibration (using the same antenna 53 as a reference antenna)–we are left with
per-antenna delays and phases. Figure 9 compares the difference between these delays, which agree fairly well (within
a few nanoseconds) for most of the antennas. Disagreement begins to appear more strongly for the set of antennas
separated from the core (120 - 143). This could be for multiple reasons, one of which may be that the point source
model approximation for the Galactic Center begins to break down for the long baselines that these antennas form
relative to the reference antenna #53.
4.2. Galactic Center Delays With and Without Basic RFI Flagging
One further concern about the robustness of the delays is their susceptibility to RFI, and their dependence on the
aggressiveness of the RFI flagging algorithm (if RFI flagged at all). In CASA, the delays are solved for by first taking
the Fourier Transform across frequency and fitting a quadratic to the peak of the delay spectra amplitude. Because
of this, a pure RFI event (modeled as a delta function in frequency space), would not shift the value of the peak in
delay space, but merely increase the overall amplitude of the delay spectra. One would therefore expect the delays to
be somewhat robust against RFI, and therefore insensitive to various RFI flagging algorithms. In Figure 10, we show
the difference between GC delays with basic RFI flagging and without any RFI flagging. For the most part, the delays
show excellent agreement, with significant variation for only two antennas. Further inquiry as to the cause of their
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deviation and how to mitigate such large delay deviations is left for future work.

Figure 10. Difference between Galactic Center delays with and without basic RFI flagging.

5. SUMMARY

We have shown that antenna delays derived from a calibrator field are a robust method for providing redundant
calibration algorithms with an “initial guess” of the complex gain solutions needed to prevent calibration pathologies
such as phase wrapping. After delay calibration, we find that redundant calibration does not erroneously phase the
data to a different sky location, and also seems to dampen small-scale structure in the side-lobes of the source image.
Additionally, we find these sky-based delays to be consistent using simple source models across multiple calibrator
fields. We have used early HERA-47 data to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, and provide a walkthrough
of the data reduction procedures that could be used to incorporate such techniques into a real-time pipeline. In doing
so, we additionally provide publicly-available software tools for performing such analyses.

Sky-Based Delays for Redundant Calibration
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